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The achievement of proper operating 
conditions, prevention of accidents or mitigation 
of accident consequences, resulting in 
protection of workers, the public and the 
environment from undue radiation hazards.

Definition



Nuclear Safety Framework



Nuclear Safety 

A National Responsibilitie

IAEA – A Resource and Partner

Capacity Building
• IAEA Safety Standards
• IAEA Nuclear Security 

Guidance

International Legal Instruments

Non-binding 
instruments
Codes of Conduct: Safety 
and Security of Radioactive 
Sources and Safety of 
Research Reactors

Binding 
instruments
Conventions: Early Notification 
and Assistance Conventions, 
Joint Convention, Convention on 
Nuclear Safety and Convention 
on the Physical Protection of 
Nuclear Material as Amended

• Peer Reviews
• Advisory Services



The IAEA Safety Standards



IAEA Safety 
Functions

(Article III.A.6)

“To establish or adopt… 
[in consultation …]

standards of safety for
protection of health & 
minimization of danger

to life and property”

“…and to provide
for the

application of these
standards…”

Facilitate and
service international 

conventions and 
other undertakings

IAEA safety functions 
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Hierarchy of the Safety Standards

Safety Fundamentals

Safety Requirements

Safety Guides

How it should be done
Recommended ways of meeting 
the requirements – “should”

What shall be done
Requirements that must be met 
to ensure protection of people 
and environment –’shall’

Fundamental safety objective
and principles for protecting
people and environment

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Let’s look at the hierarchy of the IAEA Safety Standards, we have there levels of SSs:Top down approach is seen in the hierarchy of the SSs. Safety fundamental document is at the top, like a constitution or a main law for the lower level requirements.It is supported by the Requirements, they are obligatory in nature for who referring and basing on the IAEA SSs.Then, at the bottom, there are safety guides whose application is voluntary in nature.SF-1 defines 10 fundamental safety principles which constitute a base for the requirements.  The requirements gives what should be done/applied/satisfied to meet these principles; The guides provide recommendations on how to meet those requirements, shows us the ways of meeting those requirements.As a conclusion, Requirements tell “What to do” and Guides tell “How to do”.You can use other ways different from the recomended by the guides to meet the requirements. But, please do not forget that, the ways recommended by our guides are based on good or best experiences and practices which are proven on appropriately and effectively meeting the relevant requirements.
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Fundamental Safety Principles

Responsibility 
for Safety

Role of 
Government

Leadership 
and 

Management
for Safety

Justification of 
Facilities and 

Activities

Optimization 
of Protection

Limitation of 
Risks to

Individuals

Protection of 
Present and

Future 
Generations

Protective 
Actions to

Reduce Existing
Or Unregulated
Radiation Risks

Prevention
of Accidents

Emergency 
Preparedness
and Response

“To protect people and the environment 
from harmful effects of ionizing radiation”

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
These are the subject titles of 10 principles Particularly, the first four principles are very important for embarking countries, because full awareness on them and then their adequate and appropriate implementation should begin from the Phase 1. 



Safety standards status
• Safety Fundamentals issued in 2006
• Safety Requirements established/revised 1996-2018
• In total 133 safety standards published



IAEA safety standards –
Development

Identification & 
Planning Drafting Reviewing Approval

Member States

3 – 5 years



The Action Plan was unanimously adopted in September 2011 as a 
response to the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP.

Its purpose was to define a programme of work to strengthen the global 
nuclear safety framework

The Action Plan covered 12 key areas of nuclear safety with a view to 
integrating the lessons from the Fukushima Daiichi Accident

Safety 
Assessments

IAEA Peer 
Reviews

Emergency 
Preparedness 
and Response

Operating 
Organizations

IAEA Safety 
Standards

National 
Regulatory 

Bodies

International 
Legal 

Framework

Member 
States 

Embarking on 
Nuclear Power

Capacity 
Building

Communication Research & 
Development

Protection
from Ionizing 

Radiation

IAEA Action Plan on Nuclear Safety



Revision of the standards after 
the Fukushima Daiichi accident
• Action 6 – safety standards:

– Review and strengthen IAEA Safety Standards and improve their 
implementation

• Systematic review of the relevant IAEA safety standards, taking 
into account the lessons from the Fukushima Daiichi accident

• Focused on the Safety Requirements applicable to NPPs and to 
the storage of spent fuel

• Feedback from national evaluations, EU stress tests as well as 
from International Expert Meetings and Meetings of the 
Convention on Nuclear Safety also considered



Revised Safety Requirements
• Governmental, Legal and Regulatory Framework for Safety, GSR 

Part 1 (Rev. 1) (2016)

• Leadership and Management for Safety, GSR Part 2 (2016)

• Safety Assessment for Facilities and Activities, GSR Part 4 (Rev. 
1) (2016)

• Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or Radiological 
Emergency, GSR Part 7 (2015)

• Site Evaluation for Nuclear Installations, NS-R-3 (Rev. 1) (2016)

• Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Design, SSR-2/1 (Rev. 1) (2016)

• Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Commissioning and Operation, 
SSR-2/2 (Rev. 1) (2016)

• Safety of Research Reactors, SSR-3 (2016)

• Safety of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities, SSR-4 (2017)

• Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, SSR-
6 (2018)



Application of safety standards by States
• Safety Standards are:

– Non-binding to Member States but may be adopted by them
– Binding for IAEA’s own activities
– Binding on States in relation to operations assisted by the IAEA or 

States wishing to enter into project agreements with IAEA

• States can:
– Adopt: formally adopt standards into national regulations (e.g. 

Brazil, China, Netherlands, Pakistan)

– Adapt: incorporate parts of standards into national regulations

– Reference: reference standards or passages in standards in 
national regulations

– Source: use standards as source material in developing national 
regulations

– Benchmark: use standards as a benchmark for the review of 
national regulations (e.g. WENRA, United Kingdom, USA)

– Use directly: use standards directly (e.g. Canada, Czech Republic, 
Germany, India, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation)



Application of safety standards by States

• IAEA Transport Regulations used worldwide

• Basic Safety Standards have almost universal acceptance

• EC has incorporated Safety Fundamentals into EU 
legislation

• Western European Nuclear Regulators Association used 
the IAEA standards for ‘benchmarking’ purposes for 
harmonization of national regulations

• A complete collection of the IAEA Standards can be
downloaded from: 

http://ns-files.iaea.org/standards/iaea-safety-standards.doc

http://ns-files.iaea.org/standards/iaea-safety-standards.doc


Establishing Nuclear Safety Infrastructure 
for Nuclear Installations



National commitment to safety

• Safety is a national responsibility and cannot be 
outsourced

• Safety is an essential condition for a sustainable and 
successful nuclear power programme

• Safety is an integral component in all infrastructure 
issues

• Safety has to be continuously improved

• A safety culture starting with strong and effective 
leadership is essential

• Weak links need to be identified and strengthened



International obligations

Convention on Nuclear Safety
– Adopted in June 1994 and entered into force in October 1996
– 83 Contracting Parties and 8 Signatory States
– 7th Review Meeting of the CNS was held in 2017

• ARTICLE 8. REGULATORY BODY
– Each Contracting Party shall establish or designate a Regulatory 

Body entrusted with the implementation of the legislative and 
regulatory framework

• ARTICLE 9. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENSE HOLDER
– Each Contracting Party shall ensure that prime responsibility for 

the safety of a nuclear installation rests with the holder of the 
relevant licence and shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that 
each such licence holder meets its responsibility



Concept of “Safety Infrastructure” 
by INSAG

INSAG-22 defines nuclear 
safety infrastructure as:

“the set of institutional, 
organizational and technical
elements and conditions
established in a State to provide 
a sound foundation for ensuring 
a sustainable high level of 
nuclear safety”



Main phases of the safety infrastructure 
development (based on INSAG-22)

Phase 1
Safety 

infrastructure 
before deciding 

to launch a 
nuclear power 

programme

1~3 years

Phase 5
Safety 

infrastructure 
during 

decommissio-
ning and waste 
management

phases of a NPP

20~100+ years

Phase 3

Safety 
infrastructure 

before 
commissionin

g and 
operation

7~10 years

Phase 4

Safety 
infrastructure 

during 
operation of 

the NPP

40~60 years

Phase 2

Safety 
infrastructure 

before bidding 
process

3~7 years

Positive 
decision



Establishing the Safety Infrastructure for 
a Nuclear Power Programme (SSG-16)

• 20 safety elements supported by 
200 actions to be taken

• Each safety element is fully 
based on relevant IAEA safety 
standards; GSR Part 1 for safety 
elements 1-7 and 20

• For each action, responsibilities 
are clearly stated



20 Elements
1. National policy and strategy for safety
2. Global nuclear safety regime
3. Legal framework
4. Regulatory framework
5. Transparency and openness
6. Funding and financing
7. External support organizations and contractors
8. Leadership and management for safety
9. Human resources development
10. Research for safety and regulatory purposes
11. Radiation protection
12. Safety assessment
13. Safety of radioactive waste management, spent 

fuel management and decommissioning
14. Emergency preparedness and response
15. Operating organization
16. Site survey, site selection and evaluation
17. Design safety
18. Preparation for commissioning
19. Transport safety
20. Interfaces with nuclear security



SSG 16 Modules

http://www-ns.iaea.org/tech-areas/safety-infrastructure/default.asp?s=117&l=118 24

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Our assistance packages mainly designed based on the SSG 16 guidance.SSG-16 elements are split up 11 modules;For each module, we have developed several assistance packages, which are called “safety packages”. 



SSG-16: “Bridge” between the Milestones 
document and Safety Standards

IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS

GUIDES

REQUIREMENTS

FUNDAMENTALS



Relations and differences between 
SSG-16 and the Milestones document

• SSG-16:
– uses the concept of “3 phases” presented in the 

Milestones document
– limits its scope to safety
– addresses safety issues in a more detailed manner 

than the Milestones
– covers activities that have not been explicitly 

addressed in the Milestones (e.g., design, regulatory 
approach, assessment, transport, preparation for 
commissioning, etc.)

– content is drawn from the IAEA Safety Standards 
collection and the INSAG-22 inputs

– is structured in accordance with the Safety 
Standards

– has been endorsed by CSS to get formal international 
consensus on the issues it addresses



The main 3 roles of SSG-16

1. Road-map to gradually apply 
the IAEA Safety Standards

2. Self Assessment and Safety 
Review Services

3. Training framework for 
embarking countries



Role of the main entities

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Ready to 
invite bids

Ready to make a 
knowledgeable commitment

M2M1

Ready to commission 
and operate the first NPP

M3

Implementation of the Operating Organization

Implementation of the Regulatory Body

Role of the Government



Steps important to safety

Phase 1 Phase 2

Contract

Application for 
construction 

license

First concrete
Bid assessm

ent

Preparation of safety 
docum

entation

R
eview

 and 
Assessm

ent  by the 
regulatory body 

C
onstruction 

phase

Issuance of the
nuclear law

Issuance of 
requirements 
needed for bid 
specification

Bid preparation

Establishing the 
basic regulatory 
fram

ew
ork

Site 
preparation

Fuel 
delivery

Issuance of the
construction licence

Phase 3

~ 2 years ~ 4 years ~ 9 years

Initial 
site 

studies

Feasibility 
study

M2M1

Ready to 
commission

M3

Ready to 
invite bids

M2

Ready to make a knowledgeable 
commitment

M1

Ready to commission 
and operate the first NPP

M3



SSG-16 - Text format for each 
Phase
• Phase 1, 2 and 3

– Actions (“should statements”) are listed and 
numbered

– additional text provides:
• rationale for the should statements;
• guidance on how to get prepared and how to 

reach this statements.

o Action 10: The Government should …

o Action 11: The Operating Organization should …

o Action 12: The Regulatory Body should …

o Others actions…



Sample actions from SSG-16

The following actions are recommended to be 
completed in this Phase as a step towards the 
full implementation of all relevant IAEA Safety 
Requirements:

− Requirements 1, 2, 3 and 4 of GSR Part 1 
Requirements 2.12 and 2.13 of GSR Part 3

Action 20.The government should identify all 
necessary elements of a legal framework for the 
safety infrastructure, and should plan how to 
structure it and develop it.
Action 21.The government should consider the 
process that should be employed to license nuclear 
facilities in the later stages of the programme.

ACTIONS 20-23: LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Requirements

Action

Phase 1



Sample actions from SSG-16

The following actions are recommended to be completed in this 
Phase as a step towards the full implementation of all relevant 
IAEA Safety Requirements:

− Requirements 1, 2, 3 and 4 of GSR Part 1 
− Requirements 2.12 and 2.13 of GSR Part 3 

Action 22. The government should enact and implement 
the essential elements of the legal framework for the 
safety infrastructure.

2.44. During Phase 2, all essential legislation identified 
during the assessment process of Phase 1 should be 
enacted.
2.45. To ensure consistency of legislation, the State 
should also complement or amend the related laws 
identified in Phase 1.

ACTIONS 20-23: LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Requirements

Action

Additional text

Phase 2



Sample actions from SSG-16

The following actions are recommended to be completed in this 
Phase as a step towards the full implementation of all relevant 
IAEA Safety Requirements:

− Requirements 1, 2, 3 and 4 of GSR Part 1 [5]
− Requirements 2.12 and 2.13 of GSR Part 3 [7]…

Action 23. The government should ensure that the legal 
framework for the safety infrastructure is fully in place and 
that the legislation is complied with by the relevant 
organizations.

2.46. In Phase 3, the role of the government is to ensure that the legal 
framework is fully in place, and that the legislation is implemented, 
complemented and amended, as appropriate.
2.47. Many States have established mechanisms for helping to determine 
whether legislation is being implemented in a manner consistent with its 
objectives. This can help to maintain confidence in the regulatory process. 
Periodic reports by regulatory bodies or audits conducted under an appropriate 
quality management system are examples in this regard.

ACTIONS 20-23: LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Requirements

Action

Additional text

Phase 3



Sample actions from SSG-16

ACTIONS 24–38: REGULATORY FRAMEWORK Phase 1

The following actions are recommended to be completed in this 
Phase as a step towards the full implementation of all relevant 
IAEA Safety Requirements:

- Requirements 1, 3, 4, 7 and 11 of GSR Part 1 [5];
- Requirements 2 and 3 of GSR Part 3 [7];…

Action 24.The government should recognize the need for 
an effectively independent and competent regulatory 
body, and should consider the appropriate position of the 
regulatory body in the State’s governmental and legal 
framework for safety.
Action 25.The government should seek advice from the 
regulatory body on radiation safety issues relating to a 
nuclear power programme.
Action 26.The government should identify the prospective 
senior managers of the regulatory body.

Requirements

Action



Sample actions from SSG-16

ACTIONS 24–38: REGULATORY FRAMEWORK Phase 2

The following actions are recommended to be completed in this Phase as 
a step towards the full implementation of all relevant IAEA Safety 
Requirements:

- Requirements 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30 and 32 of       
GSR Part 1 [5];

- Requirements 2 and 3 of GSR Part 3 [7]; Requirement 3.7 of GS-R-3 [17].

Action 27.The gov. should establish an effectively independent RB and empower it 
with adequate legal authority, technical and managerial competence, and human and 
financial resources to discharge its responsibilities.
Action 28.The gov. should appoint senior managers and key experts and  assign to 
them the responsibility for developing the organization.
Action 29. RB should consider the various regulatory approaches, and should 
tentatively plan its approach, taking into account the national legal and industrial 
practices and the guidance  from IAEA safety standards.
Action 30. RB should issue regulations and guides specifying documentation and 
procedures necessary in the various steps of the licensing process and inspections.
Action 31. RB should specify the safety requirements that should be known for the 
bidding process.
Action 32. should begin establishing a suitable working relationship with the 
operating organization and with international organizations.

Requirements

Action



Sample actions from SSG-16

36

The following actions are recommended to be completed in this Phase as a 
step towards the full implementation of all relevant IAEA Safety Requirements:

- Requirements 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
32 and 33 of GSR Part 1 [5];

- Requirements 2 and 3 of GSR Part 3 [7];
- Requirement 3.7 of GS-R-3 [17].

Action 33.The RB should maintain suitable working relations with the operating 
organization.
Action 34.The RB should plan and conduct all the required licensing and oversight 
activities to be conducted during the licensing process, including siting, 
construction, commissioning and operation, consistent with the regulatory 
approach that was selected.
Action 35.The RB should establish a consistent procedure for issuing, revising and 
revoking regulations and guides.
Action 36.The RB should ensure that a full and comprehensive set of regulations 
and guides is in place for regulating construction, commissioning and operational 
activities at the appropriate time.
Action 37.The RB should implement its programme for inspection and enforcement 
during construction including, as applicable, the design and manufacture of safety 
related components.
Action 38.The RB should review and assess programmes to be implemented by the 
operating organization, as appropriate.

Requirements

Action

ACTIONS 24–38: REGULATORY FRAMEWORK Phase 3



Phasing the training programme
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Phasing the training programme

Phase 1

M1: decision

Phase 2 Phase 3

M3: commissioning

Operation

Before contract After contract

IAEA plays a
more relevant role

Most of the training
provided by the vendor

and by the RB that have 
licensed  a similar facility

But IAEA still plays a role

M2: call for tenders



Framework for E&T in nuclear safety

• 3 LEVELS

– Level 1 – Basic Training: It is intended to provide a 
broad overview of all the safety concepts and their 
application to nuclear power plants

– Level 2 – Specialized Knowledge: It is intended to 
provide a detailed understanding of the areas 
important to nuclear safety covered in Level 1

– Level 3 – Specific Expert Knowledge: It is intended 
to provide knowledge in support to specific tasks to 
be performed by the local organizations involved in 
the programme



Framework for E&T in nuclear safety

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

understanding of the issues and which 
actions should be taken

the knowledge is on how to implement the 
actions

Phase 1

decision

Phase 2 Phase 3

call for tenders commissioning

Operation

Level 1
Level 2

Level 3



Framework for E&T in nuclear safety 
- Examples

Knowledge 
Level Training Topic

LEVEL 1
• Induction Course on Nuclear Safety
• Basic Professional Training Course on Nuclear Safety

LEVEL 2

• Overview of the IAEA Safety Standards
• Regulatory Inspection
• Safety Assessment, site Evaluation
• Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or Radiological 

Emergency
• Safety in Operation
• Management system
• Transport, Radiation Protection, Waste Management, etc.

LEVEL 3

• SAR evaluation
• Deterministic Safety Analysis, PSA level 1 and 2
• Periodic Safety Reviews
• Modifications of Nuclear Installation
• Fuel Management, etc.



Responsibilities and Functions of 
the Regulatory Body

 Preparation of REGULATIONS & GUIDES

 REVIEW & ASSESSMENT of information 
relevant to safety

 AUTHORIZATION of facilities and activities

 INSPECTION of facilities and activities

 ENFORCEMENT of compliance with regulations 
and standards



International Atomic Energy Agency

Requirement 33: Regulations and guides shall be reviewed 
and revised as necessary to keep them up to date, with due 
consideration taken of relevant international safety standards 
and technical standards and of relevant experience gained.

Requirement 34: The regulatory body shall notify interested 
parties and the public of the principles and associated 
criteria for safety established in its regulations and guides, 
and shall make its regulations and guides available.

REGULATIONS & GUIDES 
|2

Requirement 32: The regulatory body shall establish or 
adopt regulations and guides to specify the principles, 
requirements and associated criteria for safety upon 
which its regulatory judgements, decisions and actions 
are based.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
 



International Atomic Energy Agency

REVIEW & ASSESSMENT
Requirement 25: The regulatory body shall review and        
assess relevant information — whether submitted by the                
authorized party or the vendor, compiled by the regulatory         
body, or obtained from elsewhere — to determine whether 
facilities and activities comply with regulatory requirements 
and the conditions specified in the authorization. 
This review and assessment of information shall be performed 
prior to authorization and again over the lifetime of the facility 
or the duration of the activity, as specified in regulations 
promulgated by the regulatory body or in the authorization.

Requirement 26: Review and assessment of a facility or an activity 
shall be commensurate with the radiation risks associated with 
the facility or activity, in accordance with a graded approach.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
 



International Atomic Energy Agency

AUTHORIZATION

Objectives
1. To ensure adequate demonstration of safety and 

compliance with legal and regulatory requirements
• Authorization is issued when the RB is satisfied there is 

adequate protection of the people and the environment
• At any stage of the lifetime of a nuclear installations, from siting 

to release from the regulatory control

2. To establish regulatory control over all activities 
and facilities where safety is concerned
• A license or other prior authorization shall be in force covering, 

as appropriate, safety related aspects

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
 



International Atomic Energy Agency

AUTHORIZATION

• The terms ‘licence’, ‘authorization’ and ‘permit’ are 
considered to be synonymous

• The term ‘licensing process’ is often used for nuclear 
installations; it includes all licensing & authorization 
processes for a nuclear installation & its activities. 

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
 



International Atomic Energy Agency

AUTHORIZATION

Requirement 23: Authorization by the regulatory body, 
including specification of the conditions necessary for 
safety, shall be a prerequisite for all those facilities 
and activities that are not either explicitly exempted or 
approved by means of a notification process.

Requirement 24: The applicant shall be required to 
submit an adequate demonstration of safety in support 
of an application for the authorization of a facility or an 
activity.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
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AUTHORIZATION

The STEPS OF THE LICENCING PROCESS for a nuclear 
installation will normally include, depending on national 
legislation, the following: 
Siting and site evaluation (which may include the 
environmental impact assessment), 
Construction, 
Design, 
Commissioning, 
Operation, 
Decommissioning, and 
Release from regulatory control.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
……………………….
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INSPECTION
Requirement 27: The regulatory body shall carry out 
inspections of facilities and activities to verify that the 
authorized party is in compliance with the regulatory 
requirements and with the conditions specified in the 
authorization

Requirement 28: Inspections of facilities and activities shall 
include programmed inspections and reactive inspections; both 
announced and unannounced.

Requirement 29: Inspections of facilities and activities shall be 
commensurate with the radiation risks associated with the 
facility or activity, in accordance with a graded approach.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
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ENFORCEMENT

Requirement 30: The regulatory body shall establish and 
implement an enforcement policy within the legal 
framework for responding to non-compliance by 
authorized parties with regulatory requirements or with 
any conditions specified in the authorization.

Requirement 31: In the event that risks are identified, 
including risks unforeseen in the authorization process, the 
regulatory body shall require corrective actions to be taken 
by authorized parties.

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The enforcement of compliance with regulations and standards  is composed of 2 main elements as describe in Rqmt 30 and 31The RB shall 1 - shall establish and implement an enforcement policy for responding to non-compliance by authorized parties with regulatory requirements or with any conditions specified in the authorization2 - require corrective actions to be taken by authorized parties, in the event that risks are identified, including risks unforeseen in the authorization process
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ENFORCEMENT
• Enforcement actions are designed to respond to non-

compliance with specified conditions and 
requirements. 

• The ACTION shall be commensurate with the seriousness of 
the non-compliance.

• The FACTORS to be taken into account by the RB in deciding 
which enforcement action is appropriate should e.g.  include:

 the safety significance of the deficiency and the complexity of the 
correction that is needed;

 the seriousness of the violation;
 whether a violation of a less serious nature has been repeated; 
 whether there has been a deliberate or wilful violation of the limits and 

conditions specified in the authorization or in regulations;

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
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Illustrations of the Functions of the Regulatory Body 
during the  3 first phases of a Nuclear Power Programme

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Here is an overview over time of the main functions of the RB.Note that the timescales for each stage and substage are indicative: development of regulations for example must start sufficiently early to be in place when they are needed.In case not familiar with the ChartThe phased-approach as shown in this chart was first developed by INSAG (International Nuclear Safety Group – a group of experts constituted under the IAEA auspices with the objective to provide advice and recommendations on current and emerging safety issues) in its document INSAG 22 Nuclear Safety Infrastructure for a National Nuclear Power Programme Supported by the IAEA Fundamental Safety Principles. It was then further used and developed by the IAEA Document : Milestones in the development of a National infrastructure for Nuclear Power  and more recently by the new safety guide SSG16, “Establishing the Safety Infrastructure for a NP Programme”Phase 1: Consideration before a decision to launch a nuclear power programmeMilestone 1: Ready to make a knowledgeable commitment to a NPPhase 2: Preparatory work for the construction of a NPP after a policy decision has been takenMilestone 2: Ready to invite bids for the 1st NPPPhase 3: Activities to implement the first NPPMilestone 3: Ready to commission and operate the 1st NPPSee the illustrations of the functions of the RB during the 3 first phases. What is not shown is the inspection, which is the main regulatory function conducted during phase 3.



Conclusions
Safety must always come first!
A nuclear power programme is a major 

undertaking that requires careful planning, 
preparation and investment 

Safety is the national responsibility and 
cannot be outsourced 

The IAEA safety standards embody an 
international consensus on what constitutes a 
high level of safety

The regulatory body shall be established with 
clear functions and responsibilities for 
oversight of nuclear power program
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Thank you for your 
kind attention!

Z.H.Shah@iaea.org
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